
Major Companies With Large Fleets Release
New Electric Vehicle 'Blueprint' for Car and
Truck Manufacturers

Corporate Electric Vehicle Alliance members are pushing
manufacturers to prioritize production of specific EV models

NEWS RELEASE BY CERES

Members of the Corporate Electric Vehicle Alliance presented top vehicle

manufacturers, including Volvo, GM, Daimler and Toyota, with a roadmap for developing

the types of electric vehicles that companies plan to acquire in the U.S. over the next five

years. The recommendations are based on a new Ceres analysis of the aggregate results

of an internal Alliance survey, which found that the Alliance members who participated

in the survey collectively plan to procure nearly 333,000 electric vehicles including

sedans, SUVs, pickups and box trucks.  

The findings are a bellwether for any vehicle manufacturer aiming to remain competitive

in the auto and truck industry of the future — 96% of the survey respondents indicated a

willingness to switch manufacturers if that's what it took to get their desired electric

vehicle configurations. The Alliance members, which include Amazon, Best Buy, DHL, and

Schindler Elevator, collectively own, lease or operate nearly 1.3 million on-road vehicles

in the United States. 

“Automakers are already moving toward electric vehicles, but by establishing clear lines

of communication between manufacturers and major consumers, we can accelerate that

transition to the point where we’re meeting critical climate goals as well as fleets’

operational needs.” said Sara Forni, director of clean vehicles at Ceres. “This survey

leaves no doubt that if manufacturers want to remain relevant over the next decade, they

must prioritize developing specific electric vehicles to meet key commercial use cases,
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while also working to fulfill niche needs as the industry grows. Alliance members

recognize that the future is electric. By speaking with a common voice, they demonstrate

the power of collective action to steer and speed the transition to electrified

transportation.” 

Vehicle electrification is essential  to mitigate the global climate crisis. Transportation

remains the highest greenhouse gas-emitting sector in the U.S. and a top priority sector

for the Ceres Ambition 2030 initiative. Ozone and fine particulates from vehicle

emissions cause increased death and disease from cardiovascular and respiratory

ailments, both in cities and neighborhoods near highways, disproportionately impacting

communities of color. Commercial medium- and heavy-duty cars and trucks carry an

outsized impact on U.S. emissions on a per vehicle basis. Alliance members aim to be

part of the solution by stepping up to publicly demonstrate their demand for zero

emission vehicles. 

“As we continue to advance our fleet electrification goals, it is essential that we have

access to EV models that get the job done — not only for our own fleet, but for our

clients’ fleets as well,” said Hari Nayar, director fleet electrification and sustainability

at Merchants Fleet. “We need clean vehicles that enable fleets to operate as they

always have, but with key technology and emissions upgrades. Manufacturers that can

provide zero-emissions vehicles that meet the operational requirements of large fleet

operators will hold a strong competitive advantage over their peers, and will play a

critical role in accelerating the transition toward clean, affordable, and reliable

transportation.” 

Electric vehicle demand data is also an important tool for federal and state

policymakers designing new rules and regulations that drive the rollout of clean

vehicles. For example, the Advanced Clean Truck rule, designed to accelerate the

growth of clean trucks, vans, and other large commercial vehicles, was adopted by six

states in recent months after dozens of companies and investors spoke out in support of

it.  

“As a founding member of the Corporate Electric Vehicle Alliance and as a leader in

global logistics and delivery, DHL welcomes the release of the Corporate Electric

Vehicle Alliance’s Aggregate Demand Study,” said Greg Hewitt, CEO, DHL Express

U.S. “DHL has set an aggressive target of electrifying 60% of its last mile fleet and

introducing more environmentally friendly medium- and heavy-duty trucks to its fleet

over the next decade.  The U.S. market is an important part of our global strategy, and we

are hopeful that the projections and insight provided in the report will help accelerate

the development and production of new EVs in the market segments most important to

our growing industry.”  
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The Corporate Electric Vehicle Alliance analysis was released with detailed graphs

depicting the findings of the original aggregate survey results. It recommends that auto

and truck manufacturers be more transparent about the timing of new model releases

and prioritize the design and production of zero emission vehicles that meet the most

frequently needed configurations and specifications for major commercial fleets. This

entails producing vehicles that have sufficient battery capacity to get drivers where they

need to go while meeting companies’ unique needs. Alliance members believe this

prioritization is important because U.S. electric vehicle production capacity is still on

average lower than that of internal combustion engine vehicles. 

Ceres launched the Corporate Electric Vehicle Alliance in 2019, committed to a vision of

a market where electric vehicle models are available to meet commercial and

vocational needs, are accessible to all companies, and are cost competitive with internal

combustion engine vehicles. Many Alliance members have set strong corporate climate

goals that will require fleet electrification. Together, members establish a clear, growing

demand signal and a roadmap for manufacturers looking to compete in the global

vehicle market. 

Key findings include: 

Battery Preference 

Alliance members prefer battery-electric vehicles over plug-in hybrids or

hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles across most vehicle types. 

Charging Location Flexibility 

While respondents indicated that most charging would take place at private

locations such as employee homes or fleet depots, they noted that on-road

charging is a critical element of the commercial transition to electric vehicles,

particularly for regional and long-haul freight. 

Sedans 

Sedans accounted for more than three-quarters of planned light-duty

vehicle procurements.  

Desired Vehicle Specifications 

The analysis includes an aggregate list of detailed desired specifications

 including minimum electric range, towing capacity and cargo space, across

vehicle types. 

Alliance members will continue pursuing opportunities to provide information and

additional insight on their various use cases to auto and truck manufacturers,

policymakers, and other stakeholders regarding their vehicle needs and procurement

plans. 
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